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The tuning of stringed instruments is often complicated by problematic string adjusters.  As a result, teachers spend 
precious teaching time battling with tuning – time that could be spent imparting their craft to their students. 
 
Over the past five years the tuning problem has been made worse by the flood of ultra-cheap instruments and 
instrument hardware onto the market.  Our workshop has seen many, often internet gems, purchased by a well-
meaning family member for $50.   Everything about these instruments is maddening.   
 
One of the key problems associated with these and even better quality instruments are inferior fine tuners (string 
adjustors).  Fine tuners are an essential component of a beginner’s instrument, and when functioning properly should 
provide a quick and accurate means of reaching correct pitch.  
 
Fine tuners come in many shapes and styles.  One of the most common fine tuners, shown 
here, is attached to the basic tailpiece and usually provides reliable results.  However, cheap 
imports in this style (often black with gold screws) are prone to jam and become difficult to 
function.   Another problem with many adjusters is that the spacing between the prongs is too 
small to accommodate certain strings, such as Thomastic Dominant brand.  Bending the 
prongs apart is a risky fix for two reasons:  the prongs break easily and there is a greater 
probability of causing string breakage problems when using bent hardware.  We have had 
great results with the Wittner wide slot model, which is designed for gut or thick-ended strings 
– no bending of the prongs is required and durability is superb.    One version of the standard 
tuner is known as the post-type adjuster.  This style has not kept up with the changing design 
of strings (thicker felt bundles at the end) and thus many ball-ended strings don’t fit into the 
slot. 
 

One model that we try to stay away from is the “fixed-on-string” gadget that damages strings and 
causes headaches when trying to change strings.  These are most often used on smaller sized violins 
and are sometimes called Suzuki tuners.  While they usually function as a good tuning device, they 
reduce the expected life of the string. 

 
The integrated tuner / tailpiece has been perfected for the student model 
instruments by the Wittner Company and  Glasser.  These German-made tuners 
are reliable and long-lasting.  However, the cheap imitations have serious 
problems.  We have experienced severe jamming problems with most of the 
imitation metallic models, especially those designed for cello.  I have stripped 
dozens of these cheap imitations off of many instruments and replaced them with 
the higher quality models.   

 
Advanced artists tend to prefer a string adjuster on only the E-string (violin), and there are many 
advanced options, including a popular “Hill-style” for looped strings.  These often come with plastic E-loop 
protectors which fit over the prong.   This style of tuner has worked beautifully in our experience.  
However, for the beginner student instruments, we prefer the tailpiece with integrated tuners. 
 

Here are two quick tips on dealing with string adjusters: 
1. A dab of light grease (cork grease or silicone grease, for example) on the threads of the screw can help smooth 

the tuning action and prevent unwanted vibration (buzzing). 
2. Light tightening of the nut that secures a tuner to the tailpiece (for standard tuners) is often needed – loose tuners 

can lead to buzzing vibration. 
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